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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m Carole Mandryk, Director of the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, University of Hawaii at Manoa, non-credit educational programming for 50+; former paleocologist, archaeologist, artist, and I’m presenting the result work of our team.Peder: instructor of Geography at Oregon State University specializing in using satellite imagery; leads the science outreach team for GLOBE Observer Land Cover; OregonView State CoordinatorMichelle: science illustrator, fiber artist, and informal science educator based in Honolulu, Hawai‘i. She balances her studio practice with artist residencies including expeditions across Polynesia and under Antarctic ice.Rusty: senior scientist for Education and Public Outreach, Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES), and the science lead for NASA's GLOBE Observer Mosquito Habitat Mapper citizen science program 



What did we do?
To celebrate 50 Years of Landsat, 
we offered a new interdisciplinary 
course, Opening the Aperture: 

Interpreting Satellite Imagery 

through Art through the Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute at the 
University of Hawai‘i, Mānoa and 
invited OLLI members nationwide 
to participate.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The presentation format was over ZOOM and was open to OLLI members anywhere in the nation60+ signed up from 10 states; 25% from Hawaii.Cotaught by remote sensing scientist Peder Nelson and professional artist Michelle Schwengel. 



Why did we do it?
Have fun, Make some art, Learn about satellite imagery and Earth
 Show the public the relevance of land cover to their daily lives
 Explore the intersections of art, science, inspiration, and meaning.

The mission of OLLI is to keep older adults engaged. Our OLLI has hosted 
several courses that actively engaged people in participating in GLOBE 
Observer data collection and citizen science and climate change.
Our goal here was to excite them about the 50 years of Landsat that overlapped 
with their adult lives, and also how Landsat data connects with things in their life 
that are important to them. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My mosquito example re local  In this course we wanted to make a connection for the participants between land cover data they collected and satellite data from space, in an engaging and creative way, and connect to this year’s 50 years of Landsat celebration.



Adult learners from across the USA were:
 Introduced to the NASA/USGS Landsat earth-observing satellite, how digital data 

are converted into color image and interpreted; why the science is important, 
 Taught how to use the GLOBE Observer Citizen Science app to collect ground-
based land cover observations and photos in areas of significance to them, and
 Provided access to relevant Landsat images based on their requests.

The Course Part 1: Science

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Began with an introduction to the electromagnetic spectrum and remote sensing science. Then to online tools that engaged participants in viewing Landsat scenes using common Landsat band combinations, and how these different combination of bandwidths have specific benefits when analyzing satellite images to better understand Earth system processes: to climate change, urbanization, drought, wildfire, biomass changesParticipants then were requested to identify a geographic position of personal importance to them and download an image that they wanted to work with.  We assisted some of them in downloading Landsat images that corresponded to that point. Students provided their name, location, desired place or area they would like a Landsat image of (w lat and long if known), year(s) desired, the story behind it why it was important to them, any comments or questions. “Places of importance in your life.”Extra:As Peder located appropriate images he added them to a slide deck in Google Drive with the students name on the slide. Students all had access and could post in progress or completed artworks on subsequent slides.Course Outline:Class 1: What is satellite/digital imagery and how is that art?Class 2: Hawaii from Above: Digital image art with Landsat and GLOBE ObserverClass 3: Your important places from Above: Digital image art with Landsat and GLOBE ObserverClass 4: Art time! Michelle leads physical media art time interpreting a satellite image (Honolulu, HI + your own special place)Class 5: Art and presentation time! Class 6: Virtual gallery walk of created art by students. 



 Students were encouraged to interpret their image of interest in their desired art 
medium. Virtual studio sessions provided opportunities for participants to share 
their connections to place, and discuss the conceptual and material 
considerations of the artmaking process. 

The Course Part 2: Art

Sources of inspiration

Earth as Art Art of Landsat

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Michelle has extensive experience in interpreting science through art and she has been an NSF fellow, artist on projects in the Antarctic and oceans.  She brought in this background to describe how she has used data sets in her past works, and showed examples of how other artists have used Landsat images of both urban and uninhabited landscapes as visual guidelines for their art.The students had no limitations on what art medium they would use for their projects. We suggested a square format to match Landsat image downloads but all formats and media were invited.  Artwork was not required to be derived solely from Landsat images. They were encouraged to run with what inspired them. As Peder would say, “It’s all reflected light people.”



Michelle Schwengel-Regala, Ross Island, Antarctica 

Image from 1975 Fiber, crochet ~10” wide so far

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Participants in the class included a retired scientist who had worked in remote sensing, professional and hobby artists, as well as a few who came with no special interests or skills, but strong general interest in what is happening to our Earth. Since students were arriving from a wide variety of backgrounds (many of whom did not have much art-making experience), some examples of material approaches were demonstrated. This slide shows one of Michelle’s fiber art pieces in progress. Once students began working on their projects, one session was an open format to ask technique questions and troubleshoot their intended approaches. 



Thank you to: Linda Green, Richard Hoyt, Robin Katz, Beth Larson, Linda 
McGuire, Joyce Mitsunaga, Tony Nakamura, Mary Trost, Helen Turano, Val 
Yoshikane, and Nora Tomlinson for sharing the following.

Here are a few examples of students’ works 
showing “before and after” of Landsat 
source images and artworks illustrating 
varied approaches, materials, meanings.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Materials & Techniques included: - painting (synthetic or soil-based watercolors, acrylic)- collage (combining cut paper and repurposed/found objects and piecing techniques) - mosaic - photography- paper/book arts (combining paper sculpture and bookbinding techniques)- textile stitching (including quilting, weaving, and crochet)



Linda Green, Neko Harbor Antarctica

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Had just returned from Antarctica.  There had a been a huge snowfall.  The penguins were sitting on their eggs.  Our expedition team said that it was unusual to have snow as late as December 16th when we were there.   22 Nov 2021



Richard Hoyt, Mormon 
Mesa, Nevada

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nevada



Robin Katz, Lake Mead 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Combined Landsat image with photos of the light-colored markings on the rock formations taken on a paddleboat tour of Lake Mead on Nov. 12, 2021, where the water level had become lower by many feet. That day, I had feelings of joy (at the lake's beauty) and horror (about the very evident ecological problems). 



Beth Larson, Yarnell, AZ

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 19 Granite Mountain Hotshot firefighters died fighting the Yarnell wildfire in 2013 at this place. Asked for image after June 30, 2013 when burn scar is visible and not smoke.



Linda McGuire, Milwaukee, Lake Michigan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I chose to create a fiber interpretation of the satellite view of our neighborhood of 43 years, including the shore of Lake Michigan.  Along with the "view from above," I photographed a pile of leaves and dried hydrangeas that were caught in a snow drift in our front yard.  Using "found" fabrics, threads, and scarves from my stash, I stitched them onto a length of fabric using Boro-inspired stitches.  Boro is a Japanese way of mending using layers of fabric with running stitches.



Joyce Mitsunaga, Punchbowl National Cemetary, 
Oahu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I live on the slopes of Punchbowl and my Dad, a veteran, is buried there along with my Mom.  It's a special and beautiful place of honor



Tony
Nakamura

Kamilonui Valley farm lots in Hawaii Kai, Oahu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kamilonui Valley is the last remaining valley in East Oahu that is undeveloped. Extra: The lots were leased to individual farmers for decades and was to expire several years ago.  Word got out that Bishop Estate wanted to sell the entire property to a local developer to build single family luxury homes.  The Hawaii Kai Neighborhood Board and local activists stopped it from happening and Bishop Estate offered to extend the farm leases which will now expire in about 8 years, at which time, Bishop Estate will need to decide whether to extend the farm leases or sell it for development



Mary Trost

Mont Saint-Michel, France

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I decided to make this a kind of ohmage to the grid.  My canvas and most of the materials I used have some kind of grid represented on them. I used acrylics, pen and ink, fabric, tissue paper, cocktail napkins, ribbon, thread, a piece of French silver chain and two rosary beads. I tried to make the sea’s turbulent push and pull apparent by the intertwining of fabrics and letting it spill off the canvass at the bottom.  There is a beam of sunlight through the work, to acknowledge the day/night path of a satellite and the images it may take.  The work is 3D so if viewers peek around the side, the castle on the island rises above the rest of the work. It is made to be mounted as a painting would and viewed as a satellite view. 



1986

2019

Helen Turano, Columbia Glacier, Alaska

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On a boat tour in Seward, AK, found the frequency of the calving of the glacier very odd. Interested in climate change, wanted to capture how with warming, the glacier has receded. The dark blue represents the ocean.



I used watercolors by “the art of soil” 
made from soil! The colors are so rich! 
Kapoho was my childhood 
playground. In 2018 the lava flow 
covered hundreds of Kapoho homes, 
extending into the ocean & caused 
discoloration of the ocean. 

Val Yoshikane, Kapoho,
Hawaii Island

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use of interesting art materials appropriate to EARTH.Image #1 Before 5/3/2018Image #2 After 8/9/2018https://landsat.visibleearth.nasa.gov/view.php?id=92287



Nora Tomlinson Pololu Trail, Kohala Forest 
Reserve, Hawaii Island

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nora lives in Long Beach, California. The Pololu Trail was one she and her husband loved, their favorite place. She used two images, a watercolor portrait of her husband and a pastel rendering of the Landsat image, to create an agamograph (an art form that changes when you look at it from different angles) to explore movement, important places, contrasting important person and place and meaning.



Student Reactions
What did you like most about this course?

“I loved the combination of science and art!”

“It was multifaceted, with input from students and teachers from a variety 
of fields, areas of expertise, and perspectives.”

“I liked the concept of combining technology, satellite mapping and 
imagery, with art.”

Can we do it again?

Any Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The follow-up survey revealed students’ motivations for taking the class and outcomes.  As you might expect, interests were split between seeking art and seeking science.  Those who sought the science content were less likely to undertake and complete the art component.  Those who sought art content would have liked more time to be spent on the artmaking.  But overall satisfaction from respondents was high.The class experience demonstrated evidence of how scientific data visualization can be understood and imbued with significant meaning, and connect people to place and science.
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